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The real secret to putting together a look? Julia Neel gets      some dress-up lessons from six fashion passionistas

WE       ARE WHAT  WE WEAR

Sometimes I have to remind myself that I’m 
only 25. Since having my son Dylan, who’s now 
four, I’ve become more reserved fashion-wise; I 
just don’t want to be embarrassing. I generally 
wear high-waisted jeans by J Brand or Levi’s with 
chunky knits from APC, Acne or my boyfriend’s 
closet. I gave him a chunky jumper recently and I 
pretty much wear it all the time now. 
As a child I went through all sorts of fashion 
phases. It was pretty messed up – I used to 
wear a yellow-popper Adidas tracksuit with 
white Adidas shell-toe trainers. Then I was the 
metal kid in purple cords. It was bad. My mum 
was good, she let me rebel, saying, ‘She’s her 
own person.’ 
There are certain things I wear every day, no 
matter what. My father passed away when I was 
14 and I inherited all his jewellery. I had one of his 
rings re-sized, which I wear daily, along with a 
long chain of my boyfriend’s that has a silver 
sovereign of St Christopher on it. 
If there’s an event I’m going to you’ll fi nd me 
planning what to wear fi ve days in advance. 
You just feel more confi dent when you know 
you’ve got a good outfi t – and there is a lot 
of pressure to get it right. That said, my 
favourite-ever look was for an event I wasn’t 
prepared for – I was in the middle of a photo 
shoot when I found out I had to go to a dinner 
for the photographer Ellen Von Unwerth. Of 
course, I panicked – she’s an amazing 
photographer and I needed to look knockout. 
There was a Victoria Beckham dress on the shoot 
and they let me borrow it. It was cream with 
panels on the side and fi tted in all the right places. 
I’m a hair-and-make-up girl at heart. I fi nd it 
relaxing to spend time getting ready and I usually 
do my own. I am inspired by the colours that 
David Bowie would wear, and I love Goldie Hawn’s 
look from the 1960s – all big hair and long lashes. 

PORTIA FREEMAN  
model
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The real secret to putting together a look? Julia Neel gets      some dress-up lessons from six fashion passionistas

WE       ARE WHAT  WE WEAR
P H O T O G R A P H S  Victoria Adamson and David Poole

I am a maximalist by nature. You know the 
old adage, ‘Always take something o�  before 
you walk out of the door’? I’ll usually put 
something extra on. 
When it comes to dressing I’m certainly 
not fashion forward. My style icons are 
Beau Brummell and the Macaronis, who lived 
in the 18th century and were the extravagant 
precursors to the dandies. The ‘Dancing’ 
Marquess of Anglesey was a fabulous 
dandy – he held huge fancy-dress parties 
and eventually went mad, but he was 
rather wonderful. 
The Duke of Windsor had fabulous style; I 
often wear Oxford bags in a Prince of Wales 
check inspired by him circa 1933. I used to 
get them made but now I can pick them up at 
Paul & Joe or Grey Flannel on London’s 
Chiltern Street. 
I always dress for the evening. I never wear the 
same thing from day to night. If you put on 
eveningwear during the day, as a man, you look 
like you’re in fancy dress. One of my favourite 
pieces is an exquisite black silk highwayman’s 
coat by Alexander McQueen. It was made 
when he was alive, so it was designed by him. It 
has fi ve panels that move beautifully when you 
walk; it’s one of those pieces where everyone 
just goes, ‘Wow!’ 
I inherited my grandfather’s Crombie. 
It’s a proper overcoat, so I can wear it over a 
jacket and it won’t crease what’s underneath 
it. I wear it with a big vintage fur collar, 
which is probably not how my grandfather 
would have done it. 
In the summer I try to dress as if I lived on 
the Côte d’Azur in the 30s or  50s. I wear 
Breton tops and white round-neck tees – I’ve 
gone o�  V-necks – always with white jeans, or 
my Liz Hurleys, as I like to call them.  

HENRY CONWAY 
fashion commentator
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ANNA OGUNDEHIN 
communications director for 
fashion boutique Browns
The more fashiony the item, the less my 
husband Andy will like it. I have a pair of sporty 
Céline trousers that all fashion people love but 
Andy just can’t understand. I also recently bought 
an Ostwald Helgason two-tone skirt with a flared 
hem and he has said outright that he doesn’t want 
to be seen with me in that! 
I love a good pair of shoes. They normally inform 
my outfit. I tend to wear heels every day: a block 
heel if it’s a running-around day, or stilettos if I’m 
mostly in the office. My favourites are my open-toe 
Laurence Dacade Felicite shoes, which have a block 
heel, and my Gianvito Rossi pointy stilettos, which 
are mostly for sitting down in.
At weekends I look the polar opposite to 
Monday to Friday. You won’t catch me in heels, 
but I still start from the feet. I have an array of 
colourful Nike trainers that I wear with Topshop 
or Paige jeans and a sweatshirt.
The great but dangerous thing about my job is 
being surrounded by fabulous fashion all day.  
I try to resist but it’s so hard being surrounded by 
so many beautiful things. I browse through the 
shop every day – it’s important for me to know the 
collections – which makes it very tempting as we 
have a fabulous edit. Every time I look I see 
something I want to buy. 
I have an acid test before I buy any piece of 
clothing. I ask myself: ‘Will I still want to wear 
this in ten years?’ Of course, from time to time, I 
haven’t always bought the most practical pieces. 
But then, I once bought a pink Roland Mouret 
dress that I thought was a bit indulgent and yet I 
have managed to wear it to almost every wedding 
since where there wasn’t a crossover of guests. 
I think it’s a good idea to ask someone’s advice 
before you buy something new. It can be anyone 
you trust – I take advantage of the Browns 
personal shoppers and I won’t buy anything 
without the approval of our stock controller 
Ursula, who knows the collections inside out. 
n brownsfashion.com
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JERRY HALL 
model
I never throw anything in the bin. My daughters 
and I are very keen on recycling. We’re constantly 
trying to cull to make room for new clothes, but the 
old ones don’t get wasted. We’ll take bags to charity 
bins or drop them off at a TK Maxx store, where 
they are given to Cancer Research UK to raise 
money for children’s cancers.
Over the years I’ve learnt that designer clothes 
are works of art. You can keep them for ever. We 
may recycle our high street clothes, but I’d never 
throw away a haute couture dress. I worked very 
closely with Yves Saint Laurent and Karl Lagerfeld 
and I was so lucky because they made a lot of 
clothes especially for me. I was in YSL’s Opium 
campaign for eight years and we went to a lot of 
events together over the years – I remember one 
incredible night when he took me to see Rudolf 
Nureyev dance Afternoon of a Fawn in Paris. 
I am blessed with my daughters who have a love 
of fashion. I would play dress-up with them when 
they were little and I still do! We love clothes. They 
have already started claiming things from my 
wardrobe by designers such as Vivienne Westwood, 
Dolce & Gabbana and Thierry Mugler, which no 
longer fit me since I’ve had my children. 
Coming from Texas, I’ve always loved jeans, but 
I’ve also always loved glamour! I like a 
showstopper outfit for an event – for making an 
entrance or, sometimes, an exit.
Great handbags last for ever, or that’s what you 
tell yourself when you’re buying one. Handbags are 
my real luxury; I have splashed out on the odd 
expensive designer handbag – I love Hermès and 
Chanel. I also stock up on pencil skirts – they’re so 
elegant. I love wearing them with cashmere 
sweaters from Brora. 
I have had endless fashion disasters over the 
years. My greatest was the big, blocky 
shoulderpads of the 80s. Are they back? 
They’re always lurking somewhere… 
n TK Maxx’s Give Up Clothes for Good  
campaign launched this month. Look out for  
the special clothing bins where you can  
drop your bags all year round. For more 
information, visit tkmaxx.com
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Good vintage 
clothes are 

hard to come 
by but worth 

the chase

PATRICK GRANT 
designer
I would have loved to have lived through the 
1720s. Men wore powdered wigs, jewelled 
buckles and hose – bring it on! As time went 
on menswear became rather dull, with a lot of 
men dressing so that they don’t stand out. 
I kind of wear the same stuff all the time.  
Mostly two outfits: a grey flannel suit with a 
white or pale blue shirt and a dark tie; or navy 
crew-neck jumpers – thin, thick or very thick – 
over a blue-and white striped shirt with neat 
trousers, usually with black cap-toe Oxfords 
from John Lobb. My suits are all made at 
Norton & Sons, jeans are from my Hammond  
& Co collection for Debenhams, which also 
includes extremely good suits, too. I wear socks 
and Harrington overcoats by E Tautz and my 
pants come from American Apparel – there you 
go, you know it all!
Good vintage clothes are hard to come by 
but worth the chase. I buy from a couple  
of sellers on Ebay and a store in Williamsburg, 
New York, but I’ll never tell you their  
names – they’re a tightly guarded secret. I  
like to find interesting old things; I raid vintage 
and charity stores to dig out nuggets.
Some of our customers at Norton & Sons 
have style coming out of their ears. Men do 
enjoy experimenting with fashion – when they 
come into the shop, we have a conversation 
about their lives and what they like to wear. I 
say, dress how you feel, don’t worry too much 
about what people think. Dressers to admire 
include Jarvis Cocker and [US Vogue’s] 
Hamish Bowles, who both have great style. 
All men should read  Dressing the Man  
by Alan Flusser, As far as I’m concerned, it is 
the bible. It’s spot on. 
n Patrick is creative director of bespoke tailor 
Norton & Sons of Savile Row. He has also 
designed new menswear range Hammond & Co 
by Patrick Grant, which is available at 
Debenhams, debenhams.com pa
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EMILIA 
WICKSTEAD 
designer
I only wear my own label these days. I never 
seem to have the time to try things on, even if 
it’s in my own collection, so often it’s when I 
see my clothes on friends and clients that I  
get inspired. 
For work I will always dress up. My office is 
at my atelier, so I’m seeing clients all day and 
jeans and a tee are not OK! 
I don’t approve of nude tights. They’re  
awful –  just go bare. Or, if you must do tights, 
wear opaques.
Before I had my daughter I might have  
worn something too tight or too short just 
because I liked it, but that’s changed now. 
Since Mercedes came along just over a year 
ago comfort is much more of a priority. Because 
everything is more fast-paced, I feel that now I 
have adopted a uniform. I tend to live in Spencer 
trousers, our staple cigarette style, with a 
poloneck from our first knitwear collection. 
Dressing for me is a five- to ten-minute 
operation. At weekends, I’ll wear jeans by  
J Brand with my Roger Vivier flat leopard-print 
ankle boots. And I love my Valentino Rockstud 
kitten heels – they’re just the right height for 
running around in. Our show shoes are designed 
in collaboration with Manolo Blahnik, so I also 
wear those in all the colourways, and I buy 
lingerie from Eres. 
I have a thing for knits, particularly jumpers 
by Céline. My mother would always push me to 
save for special pieces of knitwear – Miu Miu 
and Prada especially – and I’m glad she did 
because I’m still wearing them today. 
If there was a fire in my house I’d save my 
Cartier watch. My husband gave it to me to 
mark a milestone in our relationship. I am  
also particularly attached to a fringed  
black-and-rust pencil skirt that was from my 
mother’s own fashion line, Pleatz, which she 
made in the 80s.  
n emiliawickstead.comI always dress up 

for work. My 
office is at my 

atelier so jeans 
are not OK
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